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Conversation Guide for Sparking Interest

Bridge the gap

Efforts to help someone upgrade their decision making may fall flat when there is a
major gap between how you see the world and how the person you want to help sees
the world.

Decision Professionals are already AWARE of decision analysis concepts and already
CARE enough to use them. Your audience may not be in the same place.

To get someone interested in what you have to say, you must meet them WHERE
THEY ARE. If they are not at the same spot on the bridge, you must speak from THEIR
perspective, not your own.

What do they currently feel? (e.g. worry, confusion, overwhelm, etc.) 

What is their current pain point? What do they care about solving? (e.g. don't know
where to start, worried about future outcomes, need to decide soon, etc.)

UNAWARE AWARE CARE

(they are here) (or here) (you are here)
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Respond with empathy and gauge interest

Step 1: Acknowledge how they feel. Examples:
     "That sounds tough"
     "I can see that you really wish this were easier"
     "You really care about making the right decision, don't you?"

Step 2: Assess whether they're interested in assistance. Examples:
     "There's one thing I learned about decision making that could help you. Would you
like to hear about it?"
     "It sounds like you really want to [solve the pain point]. I know a framework that could
help." [pause and see if they're interested]
     "I've found that sometimes people find [name of concept/tool] helpful in this
situation. Is that something you'd like to learn more about?

Write out how you might acknowledge their feelings and assess their level of
interest.

Even if you want to give them the whole bakery, no person has the appetite or the
capacity to eat everything in the bakery in one sitting.

What is the ONE bite-size piece of wisdom you could offer this person?

Cupcake checklist:
     [  ] Directly connected to their pain point
     [  ] Does not require extensive background knowledge for them to understand
     [  ] Is right-sized to their capacity to learn, remember, and implement

Offer a cupcake


